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The computer world is obsessed with the utterly non-ecological trends of “bigger”, “faster”,
and “newer”; much of the world's computer equipment is discarded not because it is broken,
but because of the development of larger, more bloated software that requires faster
computers to run it. This unit looks at the alternative option – recycling and upgrading old
computer equipment to give it new uses.
Planned and perceived obsolescence
The basis for the development of the consumer
society, over the last sixty years, has been based
upon the principle that increasing consumption “is
good”. To prevent the market becoming saturated
it's been necessary to shorten the life of consumer
goods, either through “planned obsolescence”1
(they're designed to break or wear out) or “perceived obsolescence”2 (they're not fashionable any
more). As Victor Lebow3, an American economist,
said in the Journal of Retailing in 1955,
Our enormously productive economy... demands
that we make consumption our way
of life, that we convert the buying
and use of goods into rituals, that
we seek our spiritual satisfaction,
our ego satisfaction, in consumption... we need things consumed,
burned up, replaced and discarded
at an ever-accelerating rate.
This is perhaps, before its time, the most accurate summation of the business model for the proprietary computer industry (both for hardware4, the
electronics, and software5, the programs). Especially those sectors of the industry that have the
highest level of turnover and the tightest level of
proprietary controls over the hardware – computer
games systems and business information systems.
Computer systems are designed, produced and
marketed to have a limited operational life.
Although the hardware may last five to ten years
before total failure, the software used on it may
only be supported for two to three years. After that
you are forced to upgrade because, to work within
the mainstream of the business world, your information will not longer be compatible with those
using the newer systems (in fact, newer proprietary
systems read older files, but not the other way
around, so it is you who are penalised directly for
not using the latest programs/equipment).
Recycling used technology
When regenerating any computer equipment it is
important to select the right operating system to
avoid problems with “usability” of the system.
Restoring old computer systems can be fairly

simple: There is a lot of scrap parts to repair and
upgrade older computers and, bought in bulk, often
the hardware costs more to transport than to buy.
But the greatest problem is software – the programs that you run on the machine. Unless you
can get software to install on the system, and work
properly, and if necessary buy a legally valid
license to use it, all you have is just box of electrical circuits, not a computer.
Proprietary computer software – which for PC
computers means Microsoft operating systems –
have a short service life. Microsoft fully revise their
software every three to four years. When they do
computer manufacturers and computer sellers
completely change their stock in order to support
Microsoft's new software. At this point support for
the older versions will diminish, and only fringe
retailers will continue to sell the older software (and
often they will be charging just as much for it as
when it was new!) Eventually, support for the predecessor will completely disappear (e.g., since the
launch of Vista, Microsoft no longer support Windows 98, and at some point in the near future they
intend to withdraw support for its successor, Windows XP).
Free software – the Gnu/Linux operating system
– does not wholly abandon past hardware. This is
because the software is developed incrementally –
it is not wholly revised. The revision of the modules
within the operating system will usually retain
'backwards compatibility' with the older functions of
the operating system – meaning the
newer version of the system may work
equally well on older equipment. This
backwards compatibility also means
its possible to leave out certain parts
of the system, and perhaps use just
the older parts to make the system
work on old computers.
When deciding what to do with old equipment it's
important to plan which operating system to use
before you embark on repairing and upgrading the
equipment. This is because the choice of operating
system may limit which of the old machines are
usable, or how much upgrading the usable
machines require to work efficiently.
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Proprietary systems
The CLTC Project does not support proprietary
software – either Microsoft Windows6 or Apple
Macintosh7. This is because it's just so damn difficult to keep working in the longer term. You can't
get the software support for newer hardware in
order to keep the old operating system running.
It's also a big legal liability. It doesn't matter that
your software is eight years old, if you are using it
without a license you're still breaching copyright.
This leaves you open to legal action to recover
damages if you get found out. Curiously, this can
also mean that old proprietary software can cost
the same now as it did when it was first sold –
people who need to use software legally, say Windows 98SE, still have to pay £60 to £80 for a new
copy even though it's completely out of date.
The table over the page gives details of the processor, memory and hard disk space requirements
for different operating systems. It lists the details
for the Windows systems used on older equipment
but it's also important to obtain additional software
to make the system usable (a word processor,
etc.). The present options for Windows are:
 Windows 958 has limited networking capabilities, but can be useful for very old machines
(Pentium-I's) that don't need to connect to the
Internet.
 Window 989/Windows ME10 can use networks and software is easier to obtain. Many
people, especially in poorer countries, are still
using Windows 98 as their main operating
system because it works on older machines.
Windows ME was the short-lived successor to
98 – it's basically 98 with a few extra bells,
whistles and bugs. Both systems are no
longer supported11 by Microsoft.
 Windows XP12 is widely used, mainly
because most of the machines running it could
not easily run Vista. Microsoft still supports
XP13, and so software updates are still available for a year or so.
 Windows Vista14 is the latest version,
requiring the latest hardware (for best results,
a dual-core, multi-giga-Hertz machine with a
giga-byte of RAM).
The “support” issue is important as it's only by
continually installing bug fixes that you can keep
computers connected to the 'Net free of malware15.
Microsoft's present policy16 will see active support
for XP finishing in 2009, although some believe this
will be extended as they're worried that customers
might switch to open source alternatives.
The most important detail of using proprietary software is this: When obtaining the software you must get a copy of a
license for it – or buy the paper
license from someone else – otherwise once it's installed you're
breaking the law and could be
sued.
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Gnu/Linux
Gnu/Linux, for the most part, does not have the
same copyright restrictions as Windows – although
some distributions like Red Hat or SuSE have
some proprietary elements, such as the additional
'commercial' packages, or user-friendly graphical
installation programs. The main benefit of
Gnu/Linux is that it works well across a range of
hardware, and in most cases, it will work better on
older equipment than brand new equipment.
The most important part of selecting a Linux distribution17 is to match hardware you that have with
the “system requirements”. For older equipment the
two limiting factors are often memory size and hard
disk size. Recently the processor has become
another issue since the advent of newer Pentium 4
and 64-bit processors which have limited support
for the proprietary code used to make them work.
Different Gnu/Linux distributions18 (or “distros”)
are optimised around particular types of use. There
are many different types of Linux distribution in circulation, some masquerading as other systems –
such as the Smoothwall19 firewall system. The
main general purpose distributions are:
 Fedora20 – The free software off-shoot of the
more commercial Red Hat Linux distribution, it
tends to be the distro choice of for Linux
geeks because it's so simple to reconfigure
and customise for advanced uses.
 Ubuntu21 – A popular distro for the “average”
computer user (the system is optimised for
office and multimedia applications).
 Red Hat Enterprise Linux22 – One of the
early distros, RedHat23 is now a commerciallyoriented distribution that specialises in server
applications for large data centres/businesses.
 SuSE24 – A general purpose distribution, with
a good desktop and hardware support, but
which has become more 'corporate' since it
was taken over by Novell (OpenSuSE25 is the
“free” version of their commercial offering).
 Debian26 – A general purpose distribution that
has a good desktop set-up, but that also supports older hardware, and because it was one
of the earliest distros it's also influence the
development of many other systems (e.g.
Ubuntu, Xandros and the live CD distribution,
Knoppix).
 Mandriva Linux27 – General purpose distribution that provides a good desktop system and
a very simple interface for beginners (not as
popular as it once was since the development
of Ubuntu).
 Gentoo Linux28 – A more technical version
oriented towards people who want to customise their system for particular purposes (or
even develop their own distribution).
 Slackware29 – A distribution that specialises
in providing support for older equipment,
especially systems with minimal hardware, but
for this reason it's a little more complex to use.
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A comparison of the hardware needs of various PC operating systems
The tables on the right
give the “system requirements” data for various PC
operating systems. Don't
take this data as read!
Whilst the systems may
“work”, it does not necessarily mean that they're usable
– for those used to faster
computers installations on
older machines can feel
painfully slow.
The 'processor'30 figure
represents the speed/type of
processor that will run the
system. As a rule of
thumb, double the processor speed figure or if possible use the next generation of processor.
Whilst speed is a factor
certain systems cannot use
older processors because
they require the special features of newer processors to
operate properly. Whilst a
faster processor is better,
sometimes you can make up
for a slow processor with a
better/faster motherboard or
more memory.
The 'memory'31 figure
again represents the bare
minimum. As a general
rule, you can never have
enough memory! The more
memory you have the faster
the system will work because program data can be
stored in RAM rather than
being written, far more
slowly, to the hard disk.
The 'hard disk'32 figure
represents the amount of
storage required for the system files. You must add to
this the amount of data
that you want to store on
the system. If necessary
use more than one hard disk
when the motherboard can't
support large disks.
One of the most powerhungry parts of modern computing is the graphical desktop49. If you don't install it,
and work just with the command-line interface, then
even old equipment is capable of performing useful
tasks – the simplest being a
small server50 on a network.

System requirement for various PC-based systems
Microsoft
Windows
Windows 9533
Windows 9834
Windows ME35
Windows XP36
Windows Vista37
Gnu/Linux: Graphical
installation (desktop)
Fedora 1038
Ubuntu 8.139
OpenSuSE 1140
Debian 5 'Lenny'41
Mandriva One42
Gentoo 2008.043
Slackware 12.244
Xandros Home45
Gnu/Linux: Lightweight and live distros
Knoppix 3.346
Puppy Linux 3.147
Slackware 12.244
Damn Small Linux48
Gnu/Linux: Server/textonly install
Fedora 1038
Ubuntu 8.139
OpenSuSE 1140
Debian 5 'Lenny'41

Processor
(MHz)

386+, 12-66
486+, 66-160
PII+, 150-300
PIII+, 233-500
PIV+, 800-1,000

Memory
(MBytes)

Hard disk
(MBytes)

4-8
50-100
16-24
500-800
32-64
320-2,048
64-128
1,536-4,096
512-1,024 20,480-40,960

Processor
(MHz)

Memory
(MBytes)

Hard disk
(MBytes)

PII+, 300-800
PII+, 300-700
PII+, >400
PI+, >300
PII+, 300-800
PII+, 300-800
PI+, >166
PIII+, 450

256-512
256-384
256-512
64-512
512-1,024
128-256
>32-128
128-256

4,096-9,216
4,096-8,192
3,072
5,120
2,048-6,144
4,096-8,192
1,024-6,144
1,536-3,072

Processor
(MHz)

Memory
(MBytes)

Hard disk
(MBytes)

486+, >90
PI+, >=166
486+, >90
486+, >90

>32-96
128
>16-128
>16-128

(live)
(live)
>=100-6,144
>=50

Processor
(MHz)

Memory
(MBytes)

Hard disk
(MBytes)

PII+, 200-400
PII+, 300
PII+, 300
PII+, 200-400

128-256
64-128
128-256
64-256

>=512
>=512
>=512
>=512

Notes:
'386/486+ 386/486 (or better) processor -- 386/486 are now very old, and it's difficult to get memory modules for them to improve performance
PI+ Pentium-I processor (or better) -- standardisation of components mean that
memory is a little easier to find, but performance compared to more recent 'junk' will
still be limited
PII+ Pentium-II processor (or better) -- still usable machines for things like small
network servers and firewalls, or just as an old, inexpensive machines to practice
assembly/dis-assembly of PCs
PIII+ Pentium-III processor (or better) -- parts are still fairly easy to get, and with a
lightweight system (Windows 98/Puppy Linux, etc.) they are adequate for word processing, web browsing and such activities
PIV+ Pentium-IV and later 'dual core' processors -- latest high-power, multi-gigaHertz processors... this is what you need for high-graphics computer games, video
and audio processing, and other such power-burning activities
> 'greater than' – consider this the absolute bare minimum!
>= 'greater than/equal to' -- especially for servers this is the bare minimum required
for operation (for ease of installation, double or triple it), but you then need sufficient
space to store the files you wish to keep/serve as well.
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There is no reason why you have to use the
latest Linux distribution when installing machines –
unless you wish to ensure that you have the latest,
most secure software packages available (for
example, when you are installing a server that is
connected to the Internet). In these situations the
current distributions are required because you
need the latest security patches to prevent abuse
of the system. In other cases, if you can get the old
installations discs (often you can pick older installations up for nothing via Linux User Groups51) you
can use older distributions that don't require as
much power from your hardware.
All Linux distributions install in roughly the same
way. The difference is usually the details of, or the
help for beginners provided by, the programs used
to perform the installation. Most now use a single
program to manage installation whilst others switch
into a program running from memory that allows
you to use standard utility programs to set-up the
system for installation. Even so, the basic requirements for performing a Linux installation, such as
partitioning and formatting the hard disks, selecting
network addresses and setting passwords, require
the same consideration no matter which distribution
you use.

Be realistic!
Old computers do not run programs as
quickly, and so you don't work as efficiently,
compared to undertaking the same operations
on a newer computer. Although it would be nice
to “save” every computer from the scrap heap, in
the end you have to
just accept that they
have no useful function
as a working machine
and either scrap them
or do something more
creative with the physical hardware (a flower
planter/window box, for
example!).
Perhaps the best use of an old computer, which
works but that is not powerful enough to be really
useful, is as a training aid to teach hardware and
system installation skills:
 For hardware training, these old machines,
and the components that they use, are very
cheap so it's not so problematic (compared to
a newer machine) if it is accidentally damaged
during assembly/dis-assembly;
 For installation training, especially for
Gnu/Linux systems where most distros install
in the same way, people can learn the basics
of installation before trying it out “for real” on a
better computer.
Upgrading memory
The hardware limits of installation for most Linux
distributions are usually specified in the “release
notes” the the distribution. Before attempting to
install anything you must upgrade the system to
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meet these minimum levels. This presents a
problem when using older computers as, to make a
usable system, they nearly always require the
memory upgrading. Expanding the memory is often
the best way to improve the speed of the machine,
but this presents a few problems:
 '386 and early '486 machines use '30-pin'
memory. These come in 1 megabyte, 2
megabyte and 4 megabyte packages. This
makes it possible to assemble between 4MB
and 16MB of RAM, but finding 4MB packages
is difficult so often you are restricted to 8MB.
You can use a “stacker” to create larger
blocks, but they're very difficult to find. For this
reason these older machines are restricted in
their use.
 Later '486s/early Pentium-I machines use 72pin modules. Organising 72-pin memory from
a box of scrapped packages can be difficult
because there are different types of package –
and just to be annoying some types only work
in matched pairs. Usually you can create
memory configurations of between 8MB and
64MB, enough to install some of the less
demanding Gnu/Linux distributions.
 Some of the later Pentium-I machines used
168-pin DRAM memory packages. These
have were the standard through the Pentium-II
series up until the Pentium-III, so there's a lot
of it about (although the early ones work more
slowly). These come in blocks of 32MB, 64MB
or 128MB. Usually there are two or three slots,
so memory configurations of 64MB to 256MB
may be easily set up (although some early
Pentium machines had limits on the amount of
memory that could be installed). For this
reason Pentium-II/III systems are ideal to
install for beginners as they're easy to play
with and give better performance on the
desktop with the larger distros.
 More recent machines (Pentium-III onward)
use “double data rate” – or DDR – RAM. The
difficulty here is making sure that the speed of
the memory module matches the restrictions
of the motherboard's bus speed – often, if
you've got a box of old memory, unless the
speed is marked on the module (if you're
lucky!), then you just keep trying different
modules until something works.
Finally, you should always try and
install the largest amount of memory
physically possible. The memory figures in the table earlier are the lowest
practical level of memory. Ideally you
should have twice this figure to get a
comfortable speed of operation. Providing that the
operating system is able to address the memory
and use it, the extra memory will significantly speed
up the execution of larger programs because less
information will be buffered onto the hard disk.
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Upgrading disk drives
Having solved memory capacity problems we
move on to hard disk space. For text-based installations, such as those used for lightweight servers
(and hard-core Linux geeks!), the amount of disk
space required is about half that of a graphical
installation. However, even for a server, having a
graphical installation can be useful as the graphical
tools simplify the configuration and administration
of the server for less experienced Linux users.
Most PCs use 'Integrated Drive Electronics'
(IDE) disk drives (the main alternative, SCSI, isn't
popular except in old servers). The IDE system
allows for up to four drives to be connected to the
system (plus up to two more floppy drives on a
single 34-way ribbon cable). These drives may be
hard disks, CD, DVD or ZIP drives.
The drives are connected the the motherboard52
via two 40-way ribbon cables – the “primary” (IDE0) and “secondary” (IDE-1) cables – with up to two
drives connected to each cable (see diagram
below). Small jumpers identify the drives as either
the first “master” drive, or the second “slave” drive
(you can also set the drive for “cable select”, which
selects on the basis of its position on the cable, but
that doesn't always work on some motherboards).
The main hard disk is usually the 'primary
master'. To allow the faster transfer of data
between CD and disk, CD ROMs are usually on the
'secondary' cable and disk drives on the primary.
Most old computers come with a hard disk that is
usually too small and too slow. This disk can be
replaced with a larger hard disk to increase storage
capacity. Alternately, a second hard drive can be
connected to the system. The important thing to get
right is the jumper connectors. When two drives are
on the same cable one must be set to be the
“master” and the other the“slave” (to avoid confusion, the drive that the computer boots-up from is
usually configured as the “master” drive on IDE-0).
Note that the positioning of the connectors
varies between different types of drive. If the
connectors are in the wrong position, or if two
drives conflict over which is master or slave, it

doesn't cause damage but the drive won't work
(likewise if the cable is the wrong way around – not
all cables contain the blanked-out slot to stop them
being inserted the wrong way around).
The aim should be to create enough disk space
to store the operating system, and have enough
space disk storage left for the data that needs to be
stored on the system. You could also install a
“drive caddy” so that you can physically remove the
drive from case easily – either for security reasons
or to use old hard drives as a quick and inexpensive way to back-up large amounts of data.

Working with BIOS
The last thing you'll have to contend with when
finally trying to get the computer going is BIOS –
the Basic Input Output System53. This is a simple
program on a chip inside the computer that starts
up the electronics and loads the system installed
on the hard disk.
The first
thing that
BIOS does is
the Power On
Self Test54
(POST) – this
is just a check
that the
system has its
memory and
drives connected, and that the memory/drives are
working OK. Unless you press a key to enter the
BIOS set-up
program (usually F1 or Del
– the key ID is
displayed on
the screen)
then BIOS will
display a list
of the connected hardware before
booting the installed system – this happens really
quickly on fast computers, but if you press the
Pause key you can freeze the operation of
BIOS to view the information.
If you press a key and enter the BIOS
set-up program then you'll get a menu display. Each sub-menu controls a different
aspect of the motherboard's functions –

IDE hard disk drive configuration
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from setting the time on the clock
and the configuration of the drive
to whether or not you display a
pretty “splash screen” to obliterate the useful information
BIOS provides with the corporate
logo of the computer's manufacturer. If you have no system
installed on the drives, or no
system CD/DVD to boot from,
BIOS will halt.

Putting it all together
This guide can't begin to
explain the complexity of recycling a computer or installing an
operating system – what we've
sought to do is outline the general process to get you started56.
If we did try and explain everything we'd end-up with a hardThe configuration of a desktop computer system55
back volume about 4” think (and
a number of these already
exist!). However, in mid/late
23. http://www.redhat.com/
2009 the Free Range CLTC Project will be
24. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SUSE_Linux_distributions
launching its new Fedora Installation and Exten25. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_SUSE
sion Guide (FIEG) initiative. This covers the
26. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Debian
process of configuring the hardware and installing
27. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mandriva_Linux
an operating system in more detail. For further
28. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gentoo_Linux
information see –
29. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slackware
http://www.fraw.org.uk/cltc/fieg/
30. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microprocessor
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